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Abstract
In the present worh a closed loop circulation system consist of.three testing sections was designed and constructed.

The testi-ng sections madefrom (3m) of commercial carbon steel pipe of diameters(5.08,2.54 and l'91 cm) ' Anionic

sur1actani ISOBS )with ,inrrniotiori of (50, 100, 150, 200 and 250 ppm) was tested as a drag reducing agent. The

additive6ny$sudied using crude oil from south of lraq. lhe/toy ytes of uude oil were used in 5.08 and 2.54 cm I'D'

pipi oi, (t - t 2) ,stii ifiii, (t -O) mr/hr *"r, ,ttd in'1,9I im LD. pipe. Percentage drag reduction (%Dr) was found
to increase by increasing solution vetocity, pipe diameter and additives concentration (i.e. increasing Renolds ry1mber).
Also it was jound that ihere is no changein- apparent physical properties (viscosity) of crude oil after the addition of

sDBS. The'higher value of drag reduition oi'slu ii 5.0s cm I.D. was observed using 250 ppm sDBS.surfactant

dissolved in the used crude oilitflow rate of I2 m3/hr. Frictionfactor was calcutatedfrom experimental data. The

frictionfacrors values for pure solienr lies near or at Blasius asymptote suggestedforflow.of Newtonian/luids, Aft?'-tlu

addition of smatt o^ou,rt of SDBS, the friction factor valuei wbre positioned below Blasius asymptole toward Virk

mmimum-drag reduction asymptote, which was never reached'
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lntroduction
Drag reduction is a phenomenon in which the friction of

a liquid flowing in a pipe in turbulent flow is decreases by
using small amount of an additive (Drag reduction agents
DRA). This is beneficial because it can decrease pumping
enerry requirements (or HP). Some current application,
wne[ arig reduction has been applied include oil
transmissions pipelines. The used drag reducing additives-
are effective biCause they reduced the turbulent friction of
the solution. These results in a decrease in the pressure

drop across a length of pipe and likewise reduced the

energy required to transport the liquid [l].
Suifactints are drag reduction agents' which have the

ability to form a certain structure called micelles' The
important aspect of surfactant which impacts their
performance is their ability to self repair [2].

The phenomenon of drag reduction firstly was

observed by Mysels [3-5]. Mysels compared the pressure

drop of gasoline and of gasoline thickened with
aluminum disoaps flow through the same pipe. Tom's
phenomenon was the first description of drag reduction
gave by Tom [6], who studied the effect of flow rate with
various concentration of poly methyl methacrylate in
monochlorobenzene.

Since the first reports of drag reduction, a large number
of researchers have worked in this area. White [7]
concluded that the drag reduction increases with
increasing pipe diameter, and it terminates at a limiting
value of-the flow of Reynolds number because of the

degradation that occurred as a result of oxidation after a
peiioO of several days. In the experimental work, a dilute

iolution of 508 ppm of cetyl tri methyl ammonium
bromide (CTAB) used in watei in order to increase its

flow rate. Zakin [8] used non-ionic surfactant in aqueous
solution to study the effect of surfactant structure,
concentration, temperature and mechanical degradation
on drag reduction. The used surfactant had the ability to
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self repair when it reaches a region- of lowe'r shear forces'

ill,."t#, ;t ;"*!o *rttt-atag"reduction--increases with

decreasing pipe diameter' Maisour et al'.[9] used a soapy

industrial cleaner Otug ttiuting agents in turbulent flow

of Jordanian crude oil in-Jin tJnt pipes sizes to study the

e f f e c t o f a d d i t i v e s " " . . ' . o * i i ' d s k i n . f r i c t i o n . A
concentration of only i pp* of tf,e chemical additive

il.eli;-til it" t*at oit tint causes an appreciable

amount of drag t"iuoion in different pipes' The

researchers con"tua"o iiai-atui ttauttion jncreases with

increasing pipe diametet' tutuniout et al' [10] used new

drag reducing .ftt*i'Jualitive to m-inimize skin friction

in turbulent flow of riuqi.*d. oil. Larye.scale pipes of

;:5jil ?6 and l0 tt- *t" used in their experiments'

About 63% **irn*'i'ug ttauttion wasobtained with 9

;ff;"ftiit";. it't'it"t"rtt concluded that the drag

reduction increases *-ittt-inftt*ing pipe diameter' flow

rate of crude oil and ;;itil t;"ttittuiion up to a certain

Reduction of Crude O:]!]o' ''

limit 9 PPm.
lfi,l'1tj;n..' trrl used three -'v.P:-:l^:T:l:

'"fi:#;ltib"ij b,'siit *J. cir'41 *ll*:::"H:T
:Xli::Hi 6#'ii fii"s ;;";;;'h, *'Pl' ::l :eX' ?i;Hl'iffi J|;"Tifl'-T;,:;"i':.,'g'.r"^:';Xl*1H:lraqr cru.,E urr 4! rrvYr ';; ' ; i i .d, 

2.5 and ?.6 cm.. The
three pipe inside diame /orn-\ ih^rcases with}.''..:l.ll".' :ffi ̂?il.1"1 ^^i'f:J" ffi::':' ".#ll

in the experimental procedure' then the solution is added

irrr"'ift. Lt.rvoir tank of crude oil so as to used in the

recirculation closed system' The operation is.starts when

;:";;;;.gi"t-a'iri"tting the .solution 
through the

testing section for the. same-pipe diamettl'" 
Td 

additive

concenhation' For eacn *n tltt flow rate of solution was

controlled by bypass section to a certain value' while

il;;;t;; ,.'uoingt were taken' Readings of pressure

drop were taken agatn when the flow rate of solution was

ii.il;-;;;;,f'; fixed value' rhis procedure was

;;ffd ior.u.t pip" Ji"*ao' and for different additive

concentrations.

ExPerimental calculations

Reynolds number can be calculated using the following

equation [12]:

o'v"D
R e = -

p

Pbrcentage drag reduction can be calculated after the

pressure drop readingl *ol4 t"".*lt of test are taken'

il;'/'Dt was calculaled as follow [13]:

Yrnr=L13,'-
aPt

otH:tl"., 
of the present work t9 investigate the

effectiveness of the uttJ atug t*ytii ^19:nt 
(SDBS)

with lraqi crude oil n'o* tnuin of lraq-flowing through

circulating system' nft" ti"JV the effects of additive

concentration, p'pt o'u'i"ier' 
'solution 

l:1'** 
on the

ffi;;;;;;&asttautiion' 
Another aim of the present

work is to compare th;";il reduction.percent (%D0

calculated from tt""'t*ptt"i*tntut data with other

utytnp,ot. suggested in the literature'

Experimental Work

The circulating flow loop svstem '::-1,11 tlt pl:::^l:

*"ti.-ft pt.t."t"la i" riguttt' which consist of reservotr

tank of solution, pu*pi flow meter' pipes' valves and

pressure gauges' T;';;;;;;v or *tututing devices is

;;;il;;t""bv calibration wiih flowing liquid'

The physical pt"ptnitt of crude. oil fr-oJ south Iraq

were 32|l API (Sc=0:id++j' ui"otit1 uj 5-0"""=3'208 cst

and negligibt. u*ouni-of *ut" 'onttnt' The south Iraq

crude oil is blend t""irui"t "i 
zibu;i11?i.".p"l Y:tT'i

;;;^"iG;ira fiaa, Na#umer oil field in Qurna ano

Lut ui. oil field' The high perc^entaBj.i]' oil which is

about 85 % of the utina Zo*tt from Zubair main pay in

.H:l|'Hi1;tion 
or additive solution bv mixing small

amount of SngS surfactant taken- in.veight part per

million (ppm) with t l""'tpft of crude oil is the first step

percenragc ura' '"*i'- 
tonttntration within a certain

increasing the surfacta d^.., rdra on, nioe
ii,ilil,"li"ii'"d;;il;"'or"tion now rate and pipe

Frict ionfactor intermoffanningfr ict ionfactorcanbe
calculated from [12]:

- LP'D I 4L
t  = j ;2, ;

Results and Discussion

Effect of fluid velocity

Fisures (2 to 4) show the effect of solution velocity (v)

on"in."oJ*.","i' d;';;;ii* tx?Q^in term of

dimensionless group l"ne1 fot- ft: ^l?l!. 
surfactant

concentration (50, 100,'i;6'i.oo.3lO zs9 ry1) 
in crude

oilfromsouthoflraqno*i"gindifferentpipesdiametersi;: d ;; ; ; ;;;; i:$*"T":x' *l;' :L:3:#' fi i;x:
reduction PercenBge
velocity.lncreasing the nuia vetociry me.unt increasing

the degree of tu'uuien""'-i"tiJt tire -pipe 
'This will

provided a better t"aiu to the drag lt*ttt 
to be more

Lffective .fhe Uehavio'ui 
"i 

i"t.*i"E (%Dp.with velocity

of fluid may be exptuinea due io- realation between

degree of turbulence"tt"n"ilJ Uy the solution and the

additive effectiveness'

Effect of additives concentration

Figures (5 to ?) indicated influence of concentration

of the additive $il- ;; the. drae reduction

percentage (%Dr) fo'"IiF*tni pipe diametJrs and fluid

30
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Fig. 4 Effect ofReynolds number on percentage drag reduction

foi SOSS within d'ifferent concentration dissolved in the crude

oil from south of Iraq flowing through 0'0191 m I'D' pipe

Fig. I A 3D-schematic diagram of the close loop
circulation sYstem

velocities.These Figures show, that the (%Dr) increases

with increasing the additive concentration at certain value

of Reynolds number. The increment in %Dr is ascribed to

increases of associated additive molecules in the process

of drag reduction.This means increasing the number of

formed micelles which are responsible for increasing

drag reduction percentage.

Effect of pipe diameter

Figure (8) shows the effect of pipe diameters on %Dr

for tf,e crudi oil, concentration of additive and volumetric
flow rate. The comparison of %Dr between the three
pipes achieved at constant flow rate and certain additive

ioncentration. The results show that,'the %oDr increases

with pipe diameter within certain additive concentration'
This increase in o/oDr is attributed to large eddies exist in

the pipe of large diameter, which absorb large amount of

energy from the main flow.
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Fig. 2 Effect of Reynolds number on percentage drag reduction

foi SDBS within different concentration dissolved in the crude

oil from south of Iraq flowing through 0'0508 m I'D' pipe
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Fig. 3 Effect of Reynolds number on percentage drag reduction

foi SDSS within different concentration dissolved in the crude

oil fromsouth of lraq flowing through 0'0254 m I'D' pipe

c (ppm)

Fig.5 Effect of concentiation on percentage drag-reduction for

SbBS dissolved in the crude oil from south of Iraq flowing
through 0'0508 m I.D. PiPe
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Friction
Figures, (9 to ll) showed that the friction factor for

various Re, pipe diameter and additive concentrations'
These figures are divided into four regions. These regions
are [ l4] :
l. Laminar flow region (Re<2300), where the friction

factor follows Poisuell's law as follow:

p.v.D
l ( € = -

p

2. Transition region (Re = 2300 - 3000), where the flow
change from laminar to turbulent flow' Friction
coefficient rises rapidlY.

3. Turblent region (Re > 3000), where the friction factor
follow Blasius law:

" 0.079
f  = -; pao 25

4. Virk asymptote region, which is suggested by Virk to
lepresent the greatest possible fall in resistance in
which the relation between friction factor ( f ) and Re
does not depend on the nature ofthe additive or pipe
diameter. The formula for Virk is:

, f  = 0.59Re-o t8

These figures showed that the friction factor decreased
with decreasing the pipe diameter, with increasing
concentration of additive and with increasing fluid
velocity. From these figures, it can be notice that the most
of experimental data points are located at or close to
Blasius asymptote when the solvent was pure. After the
addition of abditiuer, the data points positioned toward
Virk asymptote which represent the maximum limits of
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Fig. 6 Effect ofconcentration on percentage dra,g reduction for

SDBS dissolved in the crude oil from south of Iraq flowing
through 0.0254 m LD. PiPc
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Fig. 7 Effect of concentration on percentage drag,reduction for

SogS dissolved in the crude oil from south of Iraq flowing
through 0.0191 m I.D' PiPe
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Fig. 8 Effect ofpipe diameter on percentage drag reduction at

difrerent volumitric flow rates with 250 ppm concentration of

SDBS dissolved in the crude oil from south of lraq'

Fig. 9 Friction factor versus Reynolds number at different
condentration ofSDBS surfactant dissolved in crude oil from

South of Iraq flowing through 0.0508 m LD' pipe
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6. The friction factor values for pure solvent (crude oil
from south of lraq) are dishibuted at or near Blasius
asymptote suggested for Newtonian flow. After the
addition of small amount of SDBS, the friction'factor
values become lower and positioned toward Virk
maximum drag reduction asymptote, which was never
reached.

Nomenclature

**zirco 
5ooo gooo ttooo

R6

- *zboo 
sooo gooo 1 tooo

P A

C
D
f
L

Additive concentration
Pipe inside diameter
Fanning friction factor
Testing section length
Reyriolds number
Solution velocity
Percentage drag reduction
Nonyl phenol
Pressure drop before addition of SDBS

Pressure drop after addition of SDBS

Greek leffers
Fluid density
Kinematic viscosity
Solution viscosity

ppm

T
m

m/sec

N/m2
N/m2

Kg/mt
C. st
Pa. s

Fig. l0 Friction factor versus Reynolds number at different
concentration ofSDBS surfactant dissolved in crude oil from

south of Iraq flowing through 0.0254 m I.D. pipe
Re
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Fig. I I Friction factor versus Reynolds number at different
concentration of SDBS surfactant dissolved in crude oil from

South of Iraq flowing through 0.0191 m I.D. pipe

drag reduction. It was difficult to reach these limits of
lowering resistance because of the higher concentration
of additive are required to achieve this condition' But it
must be take in account that higher concentration should

not affect solvent properties.

Conclusions
L The additive SDBS was found to be effective drag

reducing agent when used with south Iraq crude oil.
2. Drag reduction percent are increased as velocity of

solution increased.
3. Drag reduction percent is increased with increasing

concentration of SDBS.
4. The higher value of drag reduction of 54% in 5.08 cm

LD pipe was observed using 250 ppm SDBS
surfactant dissolved in crude oil from south of Iraq at
flow rate of 12 m3Ar.
The drag reduction occurs because ofthe interaction ofthe
additive with crude oil due to suppressingthe turbulence.
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